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The Cooperative Republic of Guyana has a 

unique, dynamic, and well-structured Gold 

Industry which includes production, supply 

chain, safety and standards, and jewellery. 

The country’s Stakeholders are all formalized 

key players who directly impact the success of 

such a structure. Perhaps the most 

remarkable and noteworthy characteristic of 

this industry is a group of Stakeholders who 

are all open, willing and committed to the 

development of every sub-sector falling with 

Guyana’s Gold Industry. This very fact was 

proven through our engagements and 

interactions with the stakeholders mentioned 

in this document.

This Document serves to provide a brief yet 

comprehensive summary of the research and 

focus under the El Dorado Gold Verification 

and Capacity Building Consultancy.

Introduction



Thematic Areas
• Production: Increase efficiency in gold 

processing and advance mercury-free 

technology adoption

• Responsible Mining Standards: 

PlanetGOLD Criteria/ Environmental 

Social Responsibility (ESG) Criteria

• Chain of Custody System: Recommend 

to El Dorado Project a gold traceability 

system for mercury-free gold supply 

chain that meets international standards

• El Dorado Branding: Supporting the El 

Dorado Gold Project with strategies for 

branding and marketing. Responsibly 

mined gold and jewellery



Topic 1: 
Production
Increase efficiency in gold 

processing and advance 

mercury-free technology 

adoption



Activities:

• Review of processing trials by project- Mahdia Pilot Site

• Identify stakeholders in mercury-free processing and mine

closure

• Review challenges with mercury-free transition in Guyana

• Review mine closure and rehabilitation experiences at the pilot

site

• Engage with GGMC on experiences related to technical 

assistance and mine closure in the sector

• Develop approach to enhancing mercury transition in project

pilot site

• Provide on-going support to CI on mercury free gold production



Output:

• Identified process bottlenecks for Mercury free gold

• Decoupled mercury free segment of the flowsheet from the

recovery improvement segment

• Adjusted shaking table setting to effectively clean sluice 

box concentrates

• Field visit report, field assessments findings and

recommendations

• Training to miners



Strategies to Upscale Hg free processing

• More demonstrations through private miners, GGDMA, and GWMO

• Peer training and miner to miner interactions

• Strategies to have more gold cubes available to miners through 

equipment schemes

• Encourage local fabrication. May not be most efficient, but that is how

replication starts

• Explore other technical options such as smaller sluice with good mats.

It does not have to be the “gold cube”



Mine Closure & Reclamation

• Key elements of Mine Closure and Reclamation

• The GGMC Code of Practice for Environmental Management 

provides reasonable and achievable steps to close and reclaim 

mined landforms.

✓ Submitting a Reclamation Plan to GGMC prior to commencing 

mining

✓ Paying an environmental and reclamation bond

✓ Storing topsoil separately to reapply after mining

✓ Practising progressive reclamation during life of mine –

implementing plan ensuring physical and chemical stability of 

site

✓ Preparing final closure plan with GGMC and community input



Field Visit Activities

• Compiled field visit report and recommendations

• Engaged the GGMC Environmental/ Reclamations 

Division to establish and understand the current 

methods of mine closure and rehabilitation

• Alternative to gravity concentration was assessed

• Flowsheet redesign based on audit results

• On-going support on the improvement of mine

efficiency and gold recovery

• Provided support for sample collection and 

characterization tests



Field Visit



Field Visit: El Dorado Gold Mercury-free 
Demonstration Site (click for video)



Lessons Learned

• Mercury free transition is feasible for the Guyana ASM and 

there are support structures and strategies within the GGMC to 

enable and support transition

• The local approach taken in context of the Minamata

Convention speaks to the reduction of mercury, and the

elimination of its use where feasible

• GGMC offers mineral characterisation testing services to 

miners

• GGMC collaborates with various organisations and projects 

to demonstrate Hg free mining. The Commission provides the 

needed technical guidance, and renders the use of its 

equipment

• Significant progress has been made towards the responsible 

use of mercury by retorts. Simpler and accessible retorts

should be tested with miners



Lessons Learned
• The Hg free circuit works and achieves good recovery

• There must be separation of “process improvement” and “ mercury 
replacement” when packaging information about Hg free gold

• Equipment that replace Hg amalgamation are pan dish, gold cube, 
concentrators and/or the shaking table

• The gold cube should be promoted amongst miners and more 
demonstrations carried out since it is an affordable option

• Miners can be encouraged to start Hg free processing of sluice box 
concentrates.

• There is need to have open and continuous engagement between the miners 
and the Indigenous communities - Prior and Informed Consent;

• Miners should pay attention to environmental priorities.The environment 
consists of their livelihood, heritage and their world

• Very important to encourage this engagement



Lessons Learned
• In the effort of mercury reduction and eliminating its use, the blacksands can 

be significantly upgraded to a point where it can be taken to the GGB for 
processing and sales

• If miners can freely see successful Hg free operations they will be encouraged
and more inclined to adopt the methods or technologies

• The main hurdle for many small scale miners remain the affordability of the 
equipment that will allow them to process their blacksands without the use of 
Hg

• It is suggested among miners that the equipment supplier can adopt the same 
terms of sales and payment plans as they do with earthmoving equipment 
such as excavators and bulldozers

• It is found that miners rather spend on excavators as they compare volume of 
earth moved and processed to the volume of potential production. Miners 
concentrate on volume more than effectiveness

• The GGMC and GGDMA should continue the discussion with miners 
regarding the various options of technology such as gold cubes, gold kachas, 
concentrators, etc.



Lessons Learned
• When equipment is being promoted it is important that the narrative speaks to the

generic type of equipment instead of promoting a certain brand or name keeping in

mind that they all could be equally effective, and some more affordable

• In order to get buy in form the miners, and to encourage more responsible mining 

practices, it is essential that the miners are inspired to focus on the starting blocks of 

improving what already exists. For instance, a more efficient sluice system could lead 

to the reduced use of Hg

• A challenge faced by many miners is the ability to move or relocate their operations. 

Consequentially they are concerned about investing into additional equipment that 

could be difficult to move, setup repeatedly, or destroyed during relocations

• When projects are proposed the GGMC gives the project team guidance to what 

was already done, successes and challenges in order to save resources and repeat 

past efforts.The GGMC aims to ensure that there is continuity with regards to the 

technologies and methods that are being tried and demonstrated



Lessons Learned
• More effort is needed for a coordinated approach among stakeholders such as C.I, 

WWF,GGDMA, GGMC,GWMO, etc. Many stakeholders suggest the resuscitation of 

the NationalWorking Group that was once headed by the Ministry of Natural 

Resources

• When Donor agencies are preparing to invest in local efforts the Ministry of Finance is 

contacted by said agencies.The Ministry of Finance then Contacts the Ministry of 

Natural Resources to verify what projects are currently being undertaken throughout 

the sector.The GGMC provides this information to the MNR

• Continuous development of training tools for miners and key stakeholders is 

recommended

• Technical and economical feasibility will always be the main concern of the small-scale 

miner.There are no financial mechanisms or aid in place to assist with the purchasing of 

equipment that will support Hg free mining

• It is important that miners are continuously educated and trained as with any other

industry, new generations take over



Topic two: 
Responsible Mining 
Standards
PlanetGOLD Criteria/ Environmental 

Social Responsibility (ESG) Criteria

SAFETY



Activities:

Desk review was conducted on:

• Formalisation and Human rights issues in 

mine sites

• Mercury use, environmental pollution

• Mine closure and rehabilitation

• Mining and rights of indigenous peoples,

• Applicability of PlanetGOLD criteria and 

CRAFT Code

• Mapping of OECD Annex II risks



Activities (cont’d):

• Mapping of risks associated with social and 

environmental issues

• Developing a road map for implementation of 

PlanetGOLD ESG and the CRAFT CODE

• Brainstorming a multi-stakeholder approach to

increase uptake of responsible mining standards

Miner-centred multi-stakeholder approach-
Applying the user centred approach in ASGM



Activities (cont’d)

• Interviews and discussions on:

• With stakeholders, ASM associations, relevant 

agencies and miners

• Assessed readiness and interest to implement 

standards at the Pilot Site.

• Introduced standards to the Mining Entity (ME) 

and trained them on PlanetGOLD Criteria

• Conducted a baseline on compliance and

on-site risk assessment



Output

Potential risks were identified as:

• Payment of taxes and royalties

• Money laundering

• Mercury use

• Social responsibility

• Environmental protection



Output

• Risk assessment done

• Identified non-compliances which included

• environmental management plan,

• internal policies and a statement which declares commitment to the 

protection of the rights of the indigenous people

• Relevant material was shared with the ME, GGMC 

and CI communication consultant

• Risk assessment report was compiled and shared

with CI-Guyana after the field trip

• Road Map for implementation of standards.

• Draft policies and awareness raising materials developed



Lessons Learned
• Huge opportunity to implement PlanetGOLD Criteria amongst formalised

miners

• Networks of support by various agencies and stakeholders towards

responsible mining

• There is an interest amongst selected miners to implement standards. The

incentives should be available to support that (premiums for gold, or

equipment schemes, etc)

• In the interest of adopting safer practices while miners work towards

reducing and eventually eliminating Hg, retorts available on the market

should be tested

• Positive practices were found including mercury free processing, 

environmental management, respect to human rights and on health and safety

• Mining in a designated area, no potential adverse impacts on indigenous 

people were identified

• Water recycling was practiced used an old mining pit



Lessons Learned
• Money laundering remains one of Guyana’s biggest threats within the gold industry and mining sector, and

remains high on the radar on the international scene

• The Financial Intelligence Unit of Guyana provides Anti-money Laundering training to miners and gold 

exporters through the GGB and the GGMC.This service if offered to many workplaces throughout the 

country

• Guyana passed the Anti-Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism Bill (AML-FT) which requires all financial 

institutions and businesses to make certain declarations.This includes miners, gold traders, and gold dealers. In 

order to ensure that miners are compliant and free from these practices, proof of operations and sometimes 

income is often requested from the banks and other financial institutions whenever the miners try to transact 

business



Lessons Learned
• Awareness on standards and its benefit is low are generally low among many miners

• The Ministry of Labour and the GGMC should continue to provide technical assistance on implementation

of standards, as it relates to their mandates

• Strategies should be created and discussed among key stakeholders to promote responsibly mined gold 

and promote access to market

• A local market could be created. Government Agencies could decide that all gifts are made of responsibly

mined gold, and work with the mining associations, miners and jewellers to created the supply

• In order to further decrease the need for Hg among SSM, policies and regulations can be implemented to 

support the trade of blacksands to larger miners or the GGB for processing and sale

• The GGMC in collaboration with the Guyana Mining School could encourage the miners who have 

technical capabilities to complete certified cyanidation training

• It is evident that the GGMC provides efficient technical assistance to Guyana’s ASGM sector



Lessons Learned
• The ME at the Hg free Site was storing the topsoil with the intention of observing reclamation practices

• It was evident that reclamation and mine closure practices are not widely observed among the SMS miners

of Guyana because:

a) Reclamation entails the use of earthmoving equipment such as excavators which many small miners do not have

b) There is more need for technical guidance and assistance to the SSM capacity for reclamation

c) It is vital to understand that miners have a right to rework their tailings which makes active or progressive reclamation an 

impractical option

• When considering total reclamation and mine closure, it becomes important to ensure that the area has been 

completely mined out to prevent miners from reworking the area and wasting the reclamation efforts and 

resources of other miners and the GGMC

• More efficient and effective processing is needed. A more efficient mining system means better production 

and higher prospects for reclamations



Topic three: Chain of 
Custody System
To support the El Dorado project in 

establishing a traceable mercury-free supply 

chain that meets international standards



Activities:



Activities



Output



Guyana’s Supply Chain – Materials Flow
Miners sell to:

• Other Miners with Trading Licenses

• Shops with Trading Licenses

• Licensed Traders

• Licensed Dealers/Exporters

• Guyana Gold Board

Miners with Trading Licenses and 

Shops with Trading Licenses sell to:

• Licensed Traders

• Licensed Dealers/ Exporters

• Guyana Gold Board

Licensed Traders sell to:

• Licensed Dealers/ Exporters

• Guyana Gold Board

Licensed Dealers: 

Export

Sell to the Guyana Gold Board



Process of Due Diligence
with respect to the Gold Supply Chain in Guyana



Lessons Learned



Lessons Learned

Hg free extraction using Borax



Lessons Learned



Topic four: El Dorado 
Branding and 
Marketing

Supporting the El Dorado Gold 

Project to Establish & Implement a 

Reputable Brand & A Successful 

Marketing Strategy



Activities

Topaz



Output



Lessons Learned



Lessons Learned



Lessons Learned



Lessons Learned



Summary
• There is an opportunity for production of Hg free verifiable gold

• Multi-stakeholder approach is key to achieving this objective

• Guyana’s Stakeholders are extremely cooperative and committed towards the

improvement and development of the Mining and Gold Industry

• The Stakeholders should be continuously engaged throughout all projects and

efforts as their expertise and guidance are the key ingredients for success

• Incentives for production and transition for miners should be discussed and 

identified

• Marketing strategies for mercury free gold jewellery for the local market is a 

starting point

• Collaborative actions amongst development actors should be encouraged



Conclusion



Thank You
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